
Appendix
This appendix describes the mathematical model that generated the results reported in the

main text. The mathematical models for detection and congestion are given in§A and §B, re-

spectively. The costs are quantified in§C and the strategy optimization and evaluation are defined

in §D. Alternative modes of testing are discussed in§E, a radiological source is considered in§F,

and supplementary computational results appear in§G.

A Detection Modeling

This section contains mathematical models for three detection processes: passive neutron detection

in §A.1, passive gamma-ray detection in§A.2, and radiography in§A.3. All parameter values re-

lated to the detection process are given in Table 1. For all three tests, these models are used in§A.4

and§A.5 to compute the false positive probabilities and detection probabilities, respectively.

A.1 Passive Neutron Detection

Emissions emanate from three sources: the weapon, the contents of a typical container that contains

no weapons, and the background level in the absence of containers. The monitor is placedr = 2 m

from the center of the container, which passes through the portal at velocityv = 2.22 m/sec (i.e.,

5 mph). Hence, if we denote the container length byL, it takesL/v = 5.5 sec to monitor a 40-ft

(or 12.2-m) container and 2.75 sec to monitor a 20-ft container. Aftert time units of detection,

the true (i.e., ignoring measurement noise) cumulative emissions at the detector due to a stationary

source with emission rateSN that is a distancer from the detector isAεNSN t
4πr2 [1], whereA is the

area of the radiation detector, andεN is the efficiency for detecting neutrons. Because our source

is moving, the true cumulative emissions at the detector will be, forL = 20 or 40 ft,

AεNSN

4π

∫ L/v

0

dt

r2 + (vt − L
2
)2

=
tan−1

(
L
2r

)
AεNSN

2πvr
, (1)
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if we assume that the weapon is placed in the middle of the container.

We assume that the true cumulative (sea-level terrestrial) background emissions afterL/v

time units is a normal random variableBN with meanAεNbNL/v and standard deviation
√

AεNbNL/v

(in units of neutrons) [1], wherebN is the mean neutron background rate.

After L/v time units of detection, we assume that a typical container (containing no weapons)

has cumulative emissions at the detector equal toAεNCN L
4πr2v

, whereCN is a log-normal random vari-

able (i.e., it varies from container to container) with medianecN and dispersion factoreσcN .

Finally, we incorporate measurement noise by assuming that all measurements are normal

random variables (denoted byXN ), where the standard deviation is the unknown factorkN times

the square root of the mean. This relationship holds for a Poisson random variable, and is consis-

tent with the observation that measurement errors typically grow with the magnitude of the mea-

surement. Because the means themselves are random variables due to variation in the container

contents and background,XN will actually be a mixture of normals.

Parameter values forA, εN and bN are taken from [1]. To estimate the noise factorkN ,

we note that when the detection time ist = 10 sec,r = 2 meters andSN = 20k neutrons/sec,

the false positive probability and false negative probability from extensive controlled experiments

(with stationary sources and in the absence of containers and background variation) were10−4 and

10−3, respectively [2]. Substituting these values into

P
(
XN1 > sN

)
= 10−4, (2)

P
(
XN2 < sN

)
= 10−3, (3)

whereXN1 andXN2 are normally distributed with standard deviation equal tokN times the square

root of the mean, and where the means areAεNbN t andAεNSN t
4πr2 +AεNbN t, respectively, and solving

for the two unknowns (the test’s threshold levelsN in [2] and the noise factorkN ) yields the value

of kN in Table 1. Finally, we setc = −∞, σc = 0 (i.e., the random variableCN is always zero)

because 163k roadside field tests for container trucks resulted in no alarms [2].
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A.2 Passive Gamma-ray Detection

The modeling of passive gamma-ray detection is similar to that of passive neutron detection. We

retain the same notation, but use the subscript G in place of N; the values ofA, r andv are the

same for both types of passive detection. In contrast to passive neutron testing, the remaining

parameters for passive gamma testing depend on whether the weapon contains plutonium or ura-

nium. We derive the remaining parameter values for the plutonium weapon first, and then discuss

the uranium weapon. While gamma rays are emitted at a variety of energies, we focus on the

0.662-MeV gamma ray in the case of passive radiation, which is the most prominent emission

from the plutonium weapon in the main text [1]. The valuesbG =1400 gamma rays/m2·sec and

εG = 0.70 are taken from [1]. The noise factorkG is estimated from vendor information, stating

that the false positive probability is10−3 and 10 grams of239Pu can be detected with probability

0.5 by a portal monitor with a pillar spacing of 20 ft (r = 3 m) at a passage speed of 5 mph in a

20µR/hr background [4]. To find the source termSG for this experiment, we note that the 0.662

MeV emissions from weapons-grade plutonium are due to a decay product of241Pu [1] with decay

rate 174,000/g·sec [5]. Because 0.44% of weapons-grade plutonium is made up of241Pu [1], we

haveSG = 0.0044(10)(174, 000) = 7656 gamma rays/sec. To find the background termbG (we

assume the background noise in this experiment is zero), we calculate that 4.53% of the energy

from background radiation is at 0.662MeV [6] assuming a 10% energy resolution [1], so that the

background radiation should contain 0.0091µSv/hr at 0.662MeV. Using the conversion factor of

1.0µSv/hr = 8.94×105 gamma rays/m2·sec in a NaI detector at 0.662 MeV [7, 8], we find that the

background radiation is 7656 gamma rays/m2·sec at 0.662 MeV. SubstitutingSG = 7656 gamma

rays/sec,bG = 7656 gamma rays/m2·sec (the two 7656’s are coincidental),r = 3 m andL = 40 ft

into

P
(
XG1 > sG

)
= 10−3, (4)

P
(
XG2 < sG

)
= 0.5, (5)
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where, fori = 1, 2, XGi is normally distributed with meanAεGbGL/v and
tan−1

(
L
2r

)
AεGSG

2πvr
+

BG, respectively, and standard deviationkG times the square root of the mean, allows for the

determination of the threshold levelsG used by the vendor [4] and the noise factorkG given in

Table 1.

To solve forcG, we note that field test results [2] state that there were 2256/162,958=0.014

false positives, which was defined as being 15% above background, and 50% of these alarms, or

0.007 of the tests, generated readings greater than 40% of background. LetCG be a log-normal

random variable with medianecG and dispersioneσcN . We model the gamma-ray measurement

XG as a normal random variable with meanµG and standard deviationkG
√

µG, whereµG =

AεGCGL
4πr2v

+BG, and derivecG andσG by solving (withbG = 1400 gamma rays/m2·sec,r = 2 m and

L = 40 ft)

P
(
XG >

1.15AεGbGL

v

)
= 0.014, (6)

P
(
XG >

1.4AεGbGL

v

)
= 0.007. (7)

Passive gamma testing of the uranium weapon is done at the 1.001 MeV level, which has

εG = 0.57 andbG = 860 gamma rays/m2·sec [1]. To compute the source term for equations (4)-

(5), we consider 1 kg of235U [4]. The emissions from weapons-grade uranium are due to a decay

product of238U at 1.001 MeV [1] with decay rate 81/g·sec [5]. Since 5.5% of weapons-grade

uranium is238U [1], we haveSG = 0.055(1000)(81) = 4455 gamma rays/sec. To findbG, we

calculate that 7.15% of the energy of background radiation is at 1.001 MeV [6] using a 10%

energy resolution [1], so that the background radiation should contain 0.0143µSv/hr at 1.001

MeV. Using the conversion factor of 1.0µSv/hr =6.53× 105 gamma rays/m2·sec in a NaI detector

at 1.001 MeV [7, 8], we find thatbG = 9338 gamma rays/m2·sec. Using these parameter values,

we re-solve (4)-(7) to getkG = 0.069, ecG = 1.62 gamma rays/sec andeσcG = 43.56.
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A.3 Radiography

Active radiography involves detailed engineering issues related to filtering algorithms, contrast

detail and spatial resolution that vary across companies, and developing a mathematical model

of this complex process would be a daunting dask. Our objective is to develop a rather simple

mathematical model of radiography that allows the detection probability to depend on the size

and composition of the weapon and its shielding, and allows the model parameters to be readily

estimated from industrial data. In our model, we assume thatNA gamma rays per cm2 are emitted

through one side of a sequence ofJ solid objects, where objectj = 1, . . . , J is of thicknessrj

and has mean free path of gamma raysµ−1
jG. The probability of any particular gamma ray being

detected on the other side of the sequence of objects is given bygA, which is approximated by [1]

gA =
J∏

j=1

e−µjGrj . (8)

Hence, if each gamma ray behaves independently, then the observed outputXA from gamma

radiography, which is the number of rays detected from a cm2 of cross-sectional area, is a binomial

random variable with parametersNA andgA. BecausegA is typically small and we will aggregate

over a large enough cross-sectional area to make the sum of theNA’s large, we approximate the

random variableXA by a Poisson random variable with parameterNAgA, which is both its mean

and its variance.

We deriveNA by assuming that a gamma radiography machine can penetrate 16 cm of steel

(SAIC claims that its various models of VACIS machines can penetrate between 9.5 and 16.5 cm

[9]), which means that the aggregated machine measurements retain a signal-to-noise ratio of one

if a standard 5× 10 × 20 cm lead brick is behind the steel. Consider two scenarios: in scenario 1,

the lead brick is behind 16 cm of iron (the main element of steel), and hencegA1 = e−5µlG−16µiG

by (8), whereµ−1
lG = 1.544 cm andµ−1

iG = 2.424 cm are the mean free paths of gamma rays in lead

and iron, respectively [10]. The 200 aggregated measurements (the brick’s cross-section is 200

cm2) constitute a Poisson random variableXA1 with mean200NAgA1, because the sum of Poisson
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random variables is itself Poisson. In scenario 2, the lead is absent andgA2 = e−16µiG . The aggre-

gated random variable is Poisson with mean200NAgA2. Now let∆ = XA2−XA1 be the difference

in the number of detected gamma rays between the two scenarios. Its mean is200NA(gA2 − gA1)

and its standard deviation is
√

200NA(gA1 + gA2) because the two measurements are independent.

Finally, we determineNA so that the mean of∆ equals the standard deviation of∆ (this is what is

meant by a signal-to-noise ratio of one), which yields

NA =
gA1 + gA2

200(gA2 − gA1)2
. (9)

A.4 False Positive Probabilities

We assume a fractionfT = 0.97 of US-bound containers are trusted, meaning that they have

not been flagged by the ATS. We view the testing system as having four stages: passive neutron

monitoring (N), passive gamma monitoring (G), active radiography (A), and manual testing (M).

For i = {N, G, A}, let fi equal the false positive probability that a container generates an alarm

for test i. Note that a weapon-free container can generate a false positive for three reasons: its

contents, the natural background (in the case of passive testing), and measurement error.

The values offi are not set exogenously, but rather are determined by the test threshold

parameterssN , sG andpA, respectively, which are decision variables in our model. By the same

reasoning as in (6), we have fori = {N, G},

fi = P
(
Xi > si

)
, (10)

whereXi is a normal random variable with meanµi and standard deviationki
√

µi, whereµi itself

is the random variableZi = AεiCiL
4πr2v

+ Bi.

In contrast to passive testing, active testing can cause alarms for a variety of reasons that

are independent of nuclear or radiological emissions. Consequently, we assume thatf̃A = 0.05

of actively tested containers set off an alarm regardless of the value of the threshold parameter
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pA, simply because an unexpected or mysterious object is seen [11]. In addition, an active testing

alarm occurs if the container’s contents are too dense for radiography to penetrate (e.g., shipments

of metal objects, or certain agricultural shipments) or too difficult to decipher (e.g., the container

contains a hodgepodge of items). Because containers filled with metal objects typically are 20 ft

in length (to satisfy the weight limit), for modeling purposes we assume that a fractionfd = 0.1

of containers are 20 ft in length and contain 24 cm of steel (= 10% packing fraction× 8 ft) along

the direction measured by active testing. These containers are surrogates for all 20-ft and 40-ft

dense or indecipherable containers, and the test threshold levelpA is applied only to these dense

containers. By (8)-(9), each of these containers has a test measurement given by a Poisson random

variableXAn with mean

gAn = e−µiGrn , (11)

whereµ−1
iG = 2.424 cm (iron) andrn = 24 cm. We assume that an alarm occurs if the probability

that the radiography measurement equals zero, which ise−NAgAn , is greater than the thresholdpA.

Hence, the total false positive probability takes on one of two values:

fA =

{
f̃A if e−NAgAn ≤ pA;

f̃A + fd if e−NAgAn > pA.
(12)

If pA = 1 then containers never fail radiography because of their denseness, whereas a value of

pA near 0 provides a more aggressive strategy against dense containers (i.e., these containers fail

active testing and are subsequently opened up because they were too dense to penetrate).

A.5 Detection Probability

There are three layers of protection to detect a weaponized container before it enters the port of

embarkation: C-TPAT’s certification system, mechanical container seals and the ATS software

system. Recall that the weapon can be hidden in a 40-ft or 20-ft container from a certified or

uncertified shipper. DefinedC to be the probability that a certified shipper would catch a terrorist
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attempting to smuggle a nuclear weapon in one of its containers,dS to be the probability that the

mechanical seal sets off an alarm if a terrorist inserts the nuclear weapon into the container, and

dE to be the probability that the software system ATS would detect a container from an uncertified

shipper that contained a nuclear weapon.

For i = {N, G, A}, let di be the probability that test i would detect a nuclear weapon.

These probabilities depend on the testing decisionssN , sG andpA, and the shielding thicknessrs.

We assume that the lithium hydride shielding reduces the neutron and gamma emissions by the

multiplicative factorsfsN andfsG, respectively; e.g., if the neutron emissions are reduced by a

factor of 100 thenfsN = 0.01. Since the neutron detector aggregates the neutrons detected over

all energy levels, we are interested in the fraction of neutrons emitted by the weapon that is not

absorbed by the shielding. We approximate this fraction byfsN = e−µsN rs [1, 12], whereµ−1
sN is

the mean free path of neutron absorption in lithium hydride. We setµ−1
sN = 3.13 cm, using the

observation thatrs = 20 cm reduces the neutron emissions of the plutonium weapon in Fetter et

al. by a factor of 600 [1]. By (8), we assume that the fraction of gamma rays undegraded in energy

is fsG = e−µsGrs, whereµ−1
sG = 10.725 cm is the mean free path of gamma rays in lithium hydride

at 0.662 MeV for the plutonium weapon andµ−1
sG=13.02 cm is the mean free path of gamma rays

in lithium hydride at 1.001 MeV for the uranium weapon [10]. Fori = {N, G}, we have from (5)

that

di = P
(
Xi > si

)
, (13)

whereXi is a normal random variable with meanµi and standard deviationki
√

µi, whereµi =

fsi tan−1

(
L
2r

)
AεiSi

2πvr
+ Bi.

To derivedA, we defineXAw by (8)-(9), where for the plutonium weapon,

gAw = e−(1.5µpG+4µbG+6µtG+20µeG+2µaG+2µsGrs+θµiG[244−42−2rs]), (14)

whereθ is the packing fraction; in equation (28), we change 1.5 cm to 2.46 cm, and 42 cm to 46

cm, for the uranium weapon (figure 2 of main text). To understand (14), note that the container,
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which is 8 ft (or 244 cm) across, consists of the weapon (figure 2 of the main text), which is 42

cm in diameter and contains a 8.5 cm diameter empty core, a 1.5 cm thick layer (0.75 cm on each

side of the weapon) of plutonium (with mean free pathµ−1
pG = 0.786 cm; all mean free paths of

gamma rays in (14) are at 1.3 MeV, which is the energy used in the newest VACIS machines [13],

and are taken from [10]), 4 cm of beryllium (mean free pathµ−1
bG = 10.932 cm), 6 cm of tungsten

(mean free pathµ−1
tG =0.957 cm), 20 cm of high explosives (with mean free pathµ−1

eG = 9.185

cm, calculated as in [14] from the composition of hydrogen, carbon, nitrogen and oxygen in the

ratio 2:1:2:2 [1]), and 2 cm of aluminum (mean free pathµ−1
aG = 6.871 cm), a layer of lithium

hydride shielding of thicknessrs on both sides of the weapon (µ−1
sG = 14.854 cm), and a collection

of identical iron objects (µ−1
iG = 2.424 cm) that have packing fractionθ. The packing fraction is

given by

θ =

(
2.95 × 107 g − 4

3
π[(rs + 21)3 − 213] cm3 1.2 g/cm3

)
/7.8 g/cm3

[7.25 × 107 − 4
3
π(rs + 21)3] cm3

for a 40 − ft container,

(15)

θ =

(
2.95 × 107 g − 4

3
π[(rs + 21)3 − 213] cm3 1.2 g/cm3

)
/7.8 g/cm3

[3.62 × 107 − 4
3
π(rs + 21)3] cm3

for a 20 − ft container,

(16)

for the plutonium weapon; the 21 cm is changed to 23 cm in (15)-(16) for the uranium weapon

(figure 2 of the main text). The numerator of (15) is the container weight limit (65k lbs) minus

the weight of the lithium hydride shielding (assuming it is a concentric shell, where the density of

the lithium hydride shielding is 1.2 g/cm3 [1], which is about 50% higher than the density under

normal conditions), divided by the density of steel; this ratio is the volume of steel that can be put

into the container (ignoring the weight of the weapon, which is only 129 kg [1]). The denominator

of (15) is the total container volume minus the volume of the shielded weapon. Equation (16)

differs from (15) only in the calculation of the total container volume in the denominator.

There are two distinct portions of the container as it is scanned lengthwise: the weapon-
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containing portion and the weapon-free portion. Because the outer radius of the tungsten layer is 10

cm [1] and the spatial resolution of gamma radiography is about 1 cm [9], we assume that radiog-

raphy obtainsπ102 = 314 weapon-containing measurements that are independent Poisson random

variables with meanNAgAw. The weapon-free portion of the container hasgAn = e−244θµiG , since

it is filled with identical iron objects according to the packing fractionθ. Because radiography

generates nearly3× 105 weapon-free measurements from a 40-ft container, we can safely assume

thatgAn is correctly estimated during scanning. We allow the weapon to be detected via two ap-

proaches. First, as in (12), the container fails radiography if it is too dense, i.e., ife−NAgAn > pA.

Second, the weapon is detected if the 314 weapon-containing measurements differ significantly

from the weapon-free measurements. Forj = {n, w}, let X̃Aj be the sum of 314 independent

samples fromXAj, which itself is a Poisson random variable with mean314NAgAj. We assume

that the weapon is detected if the aggregate measurementX̃Aw is less than the 0.05 tail of̃XAn;

i.e., if the aggregate weapon measurement differs, at the 5% significance level, from the aggre-

gate measurement we would expect to see from the weapon-free portion of the container. Taken

together, we assume that

dA =

{
1 if e−NgAn > pA;

P (X̃Aw < n∗) if e−NgAn ≤ pA,
(17)

where

n∗ = min

{
n

∣∣∣∣∣
n∑

k=0

(314NAgAn)ke−314NAgAn

k!
≥ 0.05

}
. (18)

If the weapon is on a container of a certified shipper, then the detection probability (DP) for

strategy YZ(a) is

DP(YZ(a)) = 1 −
∏

i={C,S,N,G}
(1 − di)(1 − adA) for Y = A, Z = E or D, (19)

DP(YZ(a)) = 1 −
∏

i={C,S}
(1 − di) for Y = U, Z = E or D. (20)
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If the weapon is on a container of an uncertified shipper, then the detection probability is

DP(YZ(a)) = 1−(1−dS)
[ ∏

i={E,N,G}
(1−di)(1−adA)+dE

∏

i={N,G,A}
(1−di)

]
for Y = A, Z = E or D,

(21)

DP(YZ(a)) = 1−(1−dS)
[
(1−dE)+dE

∏

i={N,G}
(1−di)(1−adA)

]
for Y = U, Z = E or D. (22)

If inspection is carried out at both ports, then the analogs to (19)-(22), respectively, are

DP(AB(a)) = 1 −
∏

i={C,S}
(1 − di)

[ ∏

i={N,G}
(1 − di)(1 − adA)

]2
if certified, (23)

DP(UB(a)) = 1 −
∏

i={C,S}
(1 − di) if certified, (24)

DP(AB(a)) = 1−(1−dS)

[
(1−dE)

( ∏

i={N,G}
(1−di)(1−adA)

)2

+dE

( ∏

i={N,G,A}
(1−di)

)2]
if uncertified,

(25)

DP(UB(a)) = 1 − (1 − dS)

[
(1 − dE) + dE

( ∏

i={N,G}
(1 − di)(1− adA)

)2]
if uncertified. (26)

B Congestion

The parametric-decomposition approach, which is used to estimate the probability distribution for

the amount of time a container spends in the testing process at each port, is described in§B.1. The

queueing networks at the port of embarkation and the port of debarkation are specified in§B.2

and§B.3, respectively. The values of the congestion parameters are given in Table 2. As explained

in the main text, we ignore any congestion due to passive testing and we consider a single isolated

ship that loads or unloads 3000 containers.

B.1 The Parametric-decomposition Approach

In the parametric-decomposition procedure [15], each queue in a network is characterized by five

parameters: the arrival rateλ, the coefficient of variation (i.e., standard deviation divided by the
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mean) of interarrival timesca, the service rateµ for each server, the coefficient of variation of

service timescs, and the number of serversm.

In this subsection, we state the waiting time distribution at a generic queue with the five

parameters given in the previous paragraph, as approximated by Whitt [15, 16]. In§B.2 and B.3,

we derive four of the five parameters (the number of servers is a decision variable) for each of the

queues in the testing networks, using subscripts to describe the port (E or D) and/or the test (A or

M). The resulting waiting time distributions and service time distributions at each queue will then

be combined to derive the total sojourn time distribution.

Let ρ = λ
mµ

be the traffic intensity andβ =
√

m(1 − ρ). We need to choosem so thatρ < 1

in order to maintain finite waiting times. LetW denote the steady-state waiting time in queue and

D represent the conditional wait, given that them servers are busy, i.e.D = (W |W > 0). The

expected waiting time in queue is approximated by

E(W ) ≈ c2
a + c2

s

2mµ(1 − ρ)(1 +
√

2πβΦ(β)eβ2/2)
, (27)

whereΦ(·) is the cumulative distribution function of the standard normal, and

P (W > 0) ≈ min



1,

1 − Φ
(
2β/(1 + c2

a)
)

(
1 − Φ(β)

)
(1 +

√
2πβΦ(β)eβ2/2)



 . (28)

Using (27)-(28), we approximate the expected value ofD by

E(D) ≈ E(W )

P (W > 0)
, (29)

and approximate the squared coefficient of variation ofD by

c2
D ≈ 2ρ − 1 +

4(1 − ρ)(2c2
s + 1)

3(c2
s + 1)

. (30)

The distribution ofW is approximated by a point mass at zero with probability1 − P (W > 0)

using (28), and fitting a probability density function toD using (29)-(30), according to one of four

cases, as described in equations (55)-(61) of [15].
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The parametric-decomposition procedure approximatesca at a downstream queue in terms

of cd, which is the coefficient of variation of the departure process of the upstream queue, and the

fraction of containers exiting the upstream queue that go to the downstream queue. By [15],c2
d at

a queue is approximated by

c2
d ≈ 1 + (1 − ρ2)(c2

a − 1) +
ρ2

√
m

(c2
s − 1), (31)

and if the departure process is randomly thinned (in our case, via testing) with probabilityp, then

the resulting squared coefficient of variation of the interarrival times at the downstream queue is

approximated by

pc2
d + 1 − p. (32)

B.2 Port of Embarkation

Testing is performed at the gates leading into the terminal at the port of embarkation. We assume

that US-bound containers arrive to the port of embarkation according to a Poisson process at rate

λE. These containers arrive according to an appointment system with a one-hour time window, and

typically arrive 6-8 hours before being loaded. If each truck driver behaves independently within

the constraints of the appointment system, then the Poisson assumption is reasonably accurate [17].

To estimateλE, consider a US-bound ship that will load 3000 containers at the port of embarkation

(see figure 1)). With four ship cranes each performing 30 moves/hr, this vessel will take 25 hours

to load. Suppose containers are scheduled to arrive at constant rateλE from time 0 to timeτ2 (i.e.,

λE = 3000/τ2) and suppose loading starts at timeτ1 > 0 and ends at timeτ1 + 25. If we ignore

variability, set the maximum waiting time for any container at 8 hours (i.e.,τ1 + 25− τ2 = 8), and

assume that, to avoid ship-crane idleness, two hours worth of work (i.e., 240 containers) is at the

ship crane before it starts loading (i.e., 3000τ1/τ2 = 240), thenτ1 = 1.48 hr, τ2 = 18.48 hr, and

λE = 162.3/hr.
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The arrival rate to active testing is

λEA = λE

[
1 − fT (1 − a)

∏

i={N,G}
(1 − fi)

]
for Strategy A, (33)

λEA = λE(1 − fT )
[
1 − (1 − a)

∏

i={N,G}
(1 − fi)

]
for Strategy U. (34)

We assumecaEA = 1, since a randomly thinned (i.e., containers randomly chosen with

probabilityλEA/λE) Poisson process is also a Poisson process. We also assumeµA = 20/hr (i.e.,

three minutes to test a container [9]). Because the scan time is deterministic and the analysis of

the scan is random, we assume that the service time is an Erlang (order two) random variable with

c2
sA = 0.5. By (31), the squared coefficient of variation of the departure process from this queue is

approximated by

c2
dEA ≈ 1 + (1 − ρ2

EA)(c2
aEA − 1) +

ρ2
EA√
mEA

(c2
sA − 1), (35)

where there aremEA servers and the traffic intensity isρEA = λEA

mEAµA
.

Additional congestion will also be incurred by those containers that require manual inspec-

tion. Containers that pass both passive tests are manually tested only if they fail active testing,

which occurs with probabilityfA in (12). In contrast, containers that fail at least one of the two

passive tests proceed from active testing to manual testing with probabilityf̃A + fd, regardless of

the value ofpA in (12). That is, we assume that the passive testing failure is successfully diagnosed

by active testing with probability1 − f̃A − fd, and the failure is diagnosed during manual testing

otherwise. We denote the arrival rate of containers to manual inspection byλEM , which is given

by

λEM = λE[1−
∏

i={N,G}
(1−fi)](f̃A+fd)+λE

∏

i={N,G}
(1−fi)[fT a+1−fT ]fA for Strategy A, (36)

λEM = λE(1− fT )
{
[1−

∏

i={N,G}
(1− fi)](f̃A + fd)+

∏

i={N,G}
(1− fi)afA

}
for Strategy U. (37)
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By (32), the squared coefficient of variation of the interarrival times to manual testing is approxi-

mated by

c2
aEM =

λEM

λEA
c2
dEA + 1 − λEM

λEA
, (38)

wherec2
dEA is given in (35).

Manual inspection is typically performed in teams. It takes five inspectors about three hours

to completely empty and repack a container, and considerably less to open the container and peer

inside. We assume that the mean service time is one hour (µA = 1/hr) and that each of themEM

servers represents a team of five inspectors. We assume that these service times are exponential

(and hencec2
sM = 1), so that the probability that a manually-tested container is entirely emptied is

aboute−3 = 0.05.

For i = {A, M}, let the waiting time and the service time for queuei be denoted byWEi

andSEi, respectively. Then the sojourn timeTE is given by

TE =





0 with probability 1 − λEA

λE
;

WEA + SEA with probability λEA−λEM

λE
;

WEA + SEA + WEM + SEM with probability λEM

λE
.

(39)

Because the waiting times and service times are independent, and the waiting times at various

queues are assumed to be independent (e.g., [18]), the probability distribution of the steady-state

total sojourn timeTE in the queueing network is approximated by a mixture (according to the

probabilities in (39)) of the convolution of the waiting time and service time distributions at each

queue.

B.3 Port of Debarkation

At the port of debarkation, passive monitoring is undertaken when the containers are on bombcarts

just after the containers are taken off the ship, and active and manual testing is performed while the

containers are on utility trucks, which pick up the containers after the bombcarts deposit them in

the shipyard. We assume that three ship cranes, each working at rate 30/hr, are used to unload the
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vessel, generating a container arrival rate ofλD = 90/hr. The ship cranes work two shifts per day,

and hence the 3000 containers from the ship are unloaded in about 33 hours, i.e. two days. The

arrival rateλDA to active testing is again given by equations (33)-(34), but with the subscriptD

in place ofE. If we view the ship unloading process as three servers working at 100% utilization

(i.e.,ρ = 1) with deterministic service times (i.e.,cs = 0), then equations (31)-(32) imply that the

interarrival times of containers to active testing has squared coefficient of variation approximated

by

c2
aDA ≈ λDA

λD

[
1 − 1√

3

]
+ 1 − λDA

λD
. (40)

The service rates and coefficients of variation of service times for both active and manual testing

are the same as at the port of embarkation. The arrival parametersλDM andcaDM and the sojourn

timeTD are given exactly as in (35)-(39), with the subscriptD in place ofE throughout.

C Costs

The total annual global costK(YZ(a)) of strategy YZ(a) is given by

K(YE(a)) = kEP + vEAmEA + vEMmEM for Y = A or U, (41)

K(YD(a)) = kDP + kDA + vDAmDA + vDMmDM for Y = A or U, (42)

K(YB(a)) = kDA +
∑

i={E,D}
kiP + viAmiA + viMmiM for Y = A or U, (43)

where, fori =E or D, kiP is the annual cost of passive testing,kDA is the annual cost of active

testing at the port of debarkation that is independent of the number of active testers, andvij is the

annual global cost per server forj = A for active testing andj = M for manual testing. We ignore

the costs of C-TPAT, mechanical container seals and ATS, since these activities are assumed to

already be in place. These seven cost parameters (see Table 3 for the values of the components

of these parameters) take into account equipment and labor, and are assessed by the annual salary

plus 0.2/yr times the cost of equipment.
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For Strategy YZ(a), the passive testing cost is independent of Y anda, and only depends

on Z (i.e., on where passive testing is performed). The cost of a passive portal monitor is about

$80k [11]. We assume that one portal detector is required per terminal. The 30 largest US seaports

accounted for 99.5% of the imported containers in 2002 [19], and they have about 50 terminals

in total. About 40 overseas ports ship to Pier 400 at Long Beach, and 105 ports ship to New

York/New Jersey; the overlap between these ports is about 20, and some of these 125 distinct

ports use several terminals. Hence, we estimate that there are about 150 terminals at ports of

embarkation. We assume that each passive detector requires two full-time employees to operate

each 8-hour shift per day, and each employee earns $75k per year (we assume overseas monitors

are manned by US employees). Hence, our passive cost parameters are

kEP = 150 terminals ×
[
0.2

yr

( $80k

terminal

)
+
(
6 workers × $75k

worker · yr

)]
=

$69.9M

yr
, (44)

kDP = 50 terminals ×
[
0.2

yr

( $80k

terminal

)
+
(
4 workers × $75k

worker · yr

)]
=

$15.8M

yr
. (45)

The cost of an active portal monitor is about $100k, although truck-mounted monitors are

considerably more expensive [11]. We assume that an active tester requires three operators (each

earning $75k) per shift annually. Active testers scale with the number of ship cranes. Domesti-

cally, the Los Angeles/Long Beach ports have 135 ship cranes and handle 44% of imports, while

Savannah has 13 cranes and handles 4.3% of the imports. Hence, we assume that the number of

domestic ship cranes is approximately135
0.44

≈ 13
0.043

≈ 300. We assumed three ship cranes were

used at the port of debarkation in§B.3, and so we scale the number of active testers required at the

port of debarkation up by a factor of 100 to estimate the domestic costs. The number of overseas-

to-domestic ship cranes is assumed to be identical to the corresponding ratio for terminals, which

is three. Hence, we scale the overseas active testers up by the factor of 300, which is three times

the domestic scale-up factor of 100. The annual cost per active tester at the two ports are

vEA = 300 ×
[
0.2

yr

($100k

tester

)
+
(9 workers

tester
× $75k

worker · yr

)]
=

$208.5M

yr
, (46)
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vDA = 100 ×
[
0.2

yr

($100k

tester

)
+
(6 workers

tester
× $75k

worker · yr

)]
=

$47M

yr
. (47)

There are also active testing costs at the port of debarkation that are independent of the

number of active testers. By the discussion of the logistics at the port of debarkation in§B.3, all

actively-tested railbound containers require three crane movements by the tophandlers, compared

to the traditional approach where railbound containers only required one movement by the tophan-

dlers. If we letpr = 0.4 denote the fraction of imported containers that are railbound, then the

ratio of additional tophandlers required divided by the traditional (i.e., pre-inspection) number of

tophandlers is
2pr

λDA

λD

pr + 2(1 − pr)
. (48)

Similarly, in the absence of inspection, only truckbound containers traveled on a utility truck, but

now actively-tested railbound containers also require a trip in a utility truck. Therefore, the ratio

of additional utility trucks required divided by the pre-inspection number of utility trucks is

pr
λDA

λD

1 − pr
. (49)

Given the 3.4 tophandlers and 16.9 utility trucks per ship crane at Pier 400, we assume the three

cranes used at the port of debarkation required 10 tophandlers and 51 utility trucks in the absence

of inspection. Moreover, tophandlers cost about $150k and utility trucks cost $20k, and we assume

the salary for the drivers are $75k and $50k per shift, respectively.

Tophandlers and utility trucks also scale with the number of ship cranes, with factors of 100

domestically and 300 overseas. Hence, the cost factorkDA is given by

kDA = 100 ×
[
10 tophandlers ×

2pr
λDA

λD

2 − pr

[
0.2

yr

( $150k

tophandler

)
+

2 workers

tophandler

( $75k

worker · yr

)]

+ 100 ×
[
51 utility trucks ×

pr
λDA

λD

1 − pr

[
0.2

yr

( $20k

utility truck

)
+

2 workers

utility truck

( $50k

worker · yr

)]

=

(
2pr

λDA

λD

2 − pr

)
$180M

yr
+

(
pr

λDA

λD

1 − pr

)
$530.4M

yr
.

The parameterkDA for Strategy YD(a) depends on Y anda via λDA in (33)-(34).
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Each manual inspection team consists of five workers, each earning $80k/yr. Since manual

testers also scale with the number of cranes, we have

vEM = 200 ×
[
3 teams

tester
× $400k

team · yr

]
=

$360M

yr
, (50)

vDM = 100 ×
[
2 teams

tester
× $400k

team · yr

]
=

$80M

yr
. (51)

D Strategy Optimization and Evaluation

Each of the six classes of policies (AD,AE,AB,UD,UE,UB) contain six decision variables, which

are listed in Table 4; we assume that these six variables take on the same value at each port in

the three “B” policies. Hence, as noted in the main text, the US Government essentially has eight

decisions: A or U; E, D, or B; and the six variables in Table 4. We evaluate each of these six classes

of policies by choosing the decision variables to maximize the detection probability subject to a

budget constraint ofB dollars on the annual global cost, and congestion constraints at both ports.

For the port of embarkation, we use the congestion constraint that at least 99% of containers make

it through the testing process within 6 hours. This should lead to minimal impact on port efficiency

and wreak little havoc on the loading plan. For the port of debarkation, we assume that at least

95% of containers make it through the testing process within 4 hours. Here, we are holding up

individual containers and not an entire ship, and so we can use a lower service level.

The terrorists have three decisions: the shielding thicknessrs, a 20-ft or 40-ft container, and

a certified or uncertified shipper. The optimization problem corresponding to the Stackelberg game

[20], where the US Government makes its decisions before the terrorists, is

max
{a,mA,mM ,sN ,sG,pA}

min
rs

20−ft or 40−ft
certified or uncertified

DP(YZ(a)) (52)

subject to K(YZ(a)) ≤ B, (53)
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P (TE > 6 hr) ≤ 0.01, (54)

P (TD > 4 hr) ≤ 0.05, (55)

4

3
π

((
rs + 21

)3
− 213

)
1.2 ≤ 5.9 × 106, (56)

where DP(YZ(a)) is defined in (19)-(26),K(YZ(a)) is defined in (41)-(43), andTE andTD are

defined in (39), where it is understood that, with probability one,TE = 0 if Z = D andTD = 0 if

Z = E. Constraint (56) (expressed in grams) is based on the assumption that the ATS would not

detect the shielding as long as the weight of the lithium hydride shielding is no more than 13k lbs,

which is 20% of the container weight limit (we omit the mass of the weapon, which is only 129 kg

[1]). The left side of (56) assumes the shield is a concentric shell, and follows from (14); in (56),

we change 21 cm to 23 cm for the uranium weapon (figure 2 of the main text). Constraint (56)

reduces tors ≤ 84.8 cm for the plutonium weapon; the corresponding outer radius of shielding is

84.8 + 21 =105.8 cm, which is slightly less than the space constraint of 122 cm. By re-optimizing

for different values ofB in (53), we generate the cost vs. detection probability curves in the main

text.

The initial input to the optimizer is a set of values for the decision variablesa, sN , sG,

pA, from which we compute the minimum cost combination ofmA andmM that will satisfy the

maximum waiting time constraints (54)-(55). The optimizer then computes the numerical gradient

of the objective function with the initial set of decision variable values. It uses the gradient to

determine how it should alter the decision variables to produce the greatest increase to the objective

function, attempting progressively smaller steps of the decision variables in that direction until it

finds a new set of values that still satisfies all the constraints and increases the objective function.

The optimizer stops once the gradient is too small (indicating that the function is barely changing)

or when it can no longer find a new set of values that both satisfies the constraints and increases

the objective function.
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E Alternative Modes of Testing

In this section, we discuss alternative uses of existing technologies as well as technologies under

development. The more promising options are considered in§8 of the main text.

E.1 Passive Testing at the Ports

Portal monitors are only one option for passive neutron and gamma testing at the ports of embarka-

tion and debarkation. Handheld devices have considerably higher false positive probabilities and

are much slower than portal monitors [2], making them impractical for front-line testing. However,

they can be quite helpful in the investigation of containers that fail either passive or active testing.

Passive monitors can also be put on the ship cranes. One possibility is to put a sensor on

the spreader bar that hovers over the container as it is handled. In this case,t is about 30 sec,r is

about 1.5 m, andAs andεs are similar to handheld devices. However, the results of an experiment

in Norfolk, VA were not promising, due partly to the fluctuations in background radiation as the

sensor moved in and out of the ship to get the container. Even if this serious technical issue can

be overcome, another key hurdle is the durability of these monitors in such a harsh environment.

Suppose the time between failures for a monitor on the beam is exponentially distributed with

parameterτ (i.e, a mean ofτ−1 hr). Because it is too expensive to stop the ship crane to fix the

monitor during the crane’s two shifts of operations at a port of debarkation, the monitor would be

repaired during the third shift. Under this assumption, the fraction of time over the two shifts that

the monitor is operating is given by1−e−16τ

16τ
. Hence, the detection probability and the false positive

probability are both decreased by this factor.

A more promising option is to put the detector on the scaffold of the ship crane. In this

case,t will be shorter (perhaps 5 sec), andA, εN andεG would be similar to the values in§A.1-

§A.2 for a portal monitor. The monitor’s reliability would be higher (i.e., smallerτ , because the

scaffold undergoes less stress than the spreader bar) and its false positive rate would be lower (less
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background fluctuations). However, given that passive portal monitoring does not significantly

impact port congestion, there does not appear to be a compelling need to pursue these difficult

options.

E.2 Elongated Portal Passive Testing

Rather than driving through the portal monitor at velocityv, we assume that a container takes 10

sec to drive into the portal and then stays there fort sec, generating emissions at the detector of

fsiAεiSit
4πr2 . We create a 3-stage queueing network by adding a queue in front of the two-stage network

in §B.3. The Poisson arrival rate to this queue isλE = 162.3/hr, the service times are deterministic

with durationµ−1
p = 10 + t sec, and there aremEP servers. There are two additional decision

variables, the testing time (t) and the number of servers (mEP ). Because the testing process is

highly automated, we assume that two workers can run this operation, regardless of the number of

machines.

E.3 Passive Testing inside Containers

Passive monitors can also be put inside containers. Given the low false positive probability of

passive neutron testing, these sensors might be able to exploit the week-long trip to improve the

signal-to-noise ratio of passive neutron testing at the port of debarkation. The steel container walls,

which arerc = 0.2 cm thick, reduce the background neutron source at the detector by the factor

e−µiN rc, whereµ−1
iN = x cm is the mean free path of neutrons in steel. Hence, the true cumulative

background emissions is a normal random variableBN with meanAεNbN t and standard deviation
√

AεNbN t, whereA = 0.02 andεN = 0.05 (similar to handheld devices [1]) andt = 7 days. The

true weapon emissions at the detector would beAεNe−µiN rcSN t
4πr2 , wherer = 1.2 m (the halfwidth of

a container). The remainder of the model remains unchanged, including the assumption that the

typical weaponless container has no neutron emissions (i.e.,CN = 0 with probability one). Note
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that containers far from direct sunlight may receive a smaller background radiation rate thanbN ,

which causes us to underestimate the efficacy of this option. The cost of each sensor is assumed to

be $50, and the 0.2/yr equipment factor is applied.

E.4 X-ray Radiography

X-ray radiography is capable of penetrating up to 41 cm of steel [21]. However, this increased pen-

etration is achieved with a 9-MeV x-ray source, which requires considerable safety precautions.

Consequently, it is practical to only use these $1.2M machines for containers that cannot be pene-

trated by gamma radiography. We consider a strategy where all dense containers that are actively

tested are routed to x-ray radiography, and all other actively tested containers are routed to gamma

radiography. We further assume that the fractionf̃A of containers that cause false positives are

all processed by gamma radiography. If we assume that the service time characteristics of gamma

radiography are the same as x-ray radiography and denote the service time and waiting time at

x-ray radiography at the embarkation port bySEX andWEX , respectively, then equation (19) is

replaced by

TE =





0 with probability 1 − λEA

λE
;

WEA + SEA with probability (1−fd−f̃A)λEA

λE
;

WEX + SEX with probability fdλEA

λE
;

WEA + SEA + WEM + SEM with probability f̃AλEA

λE
.

(57)

To estimate how the x-ray equipment would perform, we replace 16 cm by 41 cm ingA1 andgA2

in equation (9) and calculate a new value ofNA. In this and all other calculations to find the false

positive probability and detection probability for active testing, we use the following mean free

paths at 9MeV: lithium hydride (45.0 cm), beryllium (31.6 cm), explosives (24.4 cm), aluminum

(15.6 cm), iron (4.26 cm), lead (1.83 cm), tungsten (1.13 cm), plutonium (0.974 cm).
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E.5 Networked Active Testing

Active testing throughput can be increased by electronically transmitting the scanned images and

allowing multiple scans to be analyzed simultaneously, thereby decoupling scan production and

scan analysis. To analyze the congestion resulting from this option, we consider a 3-stage queueing

network consisting of scan production (Ap), scan analysis (Aa), and manual testing (M). The arrival

parametersλEAp, c2
aEAp

, λDAp andc2
aDAp

are identical toλEA, c2
aEA, λDA andc2

aDA respectively,

in §B.2 and§B.3. The service rate at the scan production queue isµAp = 60/hr and the service

times are assumed to be deterministic (csAp = 0). Since all scans are analyzed,λiAa = λiAp for

i =E or D, and equations (31)-(32) imply that

c2
aiAa

≈ 1 + (1 − ρ2
iAp

)(c2
aiAp

− 1) −
ρ2

iAp√
miAp

for i = E or D. (58)

We assume thatµA = 30/hr, so that the mean total active testing time is the same as in the base case

(i.e.,µ−1
A = µ−1

Ap
+ µ−1

Aa
). Similarly, we assumec2

sAa
= 9

8
(for simplicity,SiAa in (60) is assumed to

be exponential), so that the squared coefficient of variation of the total testing time is the same as

in the base case (i.e.,c2
sAa

=
µ2

Aa

µ2
A

c2
sA). The arrival rates to manual inspection,λEM andλDM , are

given by (36)-(37), and

c2
aiM ≈ λiM

λiAp

c2
diAa

+ 1 − λiM

λiAp

for i = E or D. (59)

The service parametersµM andcsM of manual testing are the same as in the base case. The total

sojourn time is given by, fori =E or D,

Ti =





0 with probability 1 − λiAp

λi
;

WiAp + SiAp + WiAa + SiAa with probability
λiAp−λiM

λi
;

WiAp + SiAp + WiAa + SiAa + WiM + SiM with probability λiM

λi
.

(60)

We assume that each of the servers at scan production consist of an active tester ($100k

each) and two operators ($75k/yr each), and each server at scan analysis consists of one inspector

($75k/yr each).
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F Radiological

There are seven important radioisotopes [22] that can be put into radiological dispersal devices

(RDDs), or so-called dirty bombs:241Am (found in smoke detectors),252Cf, 137Cs (spent nuclear

fuel and brachytherapy),60Co (nuclear reactors, food radiation),192Ir (cameras),238Pu (thermal

generators), and90Sr (nuclear waste, television tubes). There are three main kinds of ionizing

radiation: alpha particles, which only travel 4 cm but are harmful if inhaled; beta particles, which

travel 2 m and can cause skin burns; and gamma rays and x-rays, which pose serious risks.241Am,

252Cf and238Pu only emit alpha particles, and so can be easily handled by terrorists, whereas the

other four isotopes can be fatal if handled in sufficient quantities.

Levi [22, 23] estimates that 2 Ci of137Cs (an amount found in many medical gauges) in 10

pounds of TNT would cause a km2 (40 city blocks) to exceed EPA radiological standards, whereas

a Russian study [24] states that between 50 and 10k Ci of137Cs in 50 kg of TNT could cause

the population in a 1 km2 area to seek shelter. The discrepancy between these studies could be

due to the different safety thresholds used, the fact that the population in the Russian analysis

takes protective measures, different amounts of explosives, and different atmospheric models (the

Russian model is more complex). For concreteness, we consider a radiological source of 10 Ci

(0.11 g) of137Cs.

Unlike fissile material, the emissions from dirty bomb materials are not due to the fission

process. Consequently, radioactive material will be detected by its emitted gamma rays. Ten Ci

of 137Cs, if unshielded, generates3.6 × 1012 gamma rays/sec, of which 46.92% is at 0.662 meV.

Hence, the peak gamma-ray emission rate is1.69×1012 rays/sec, compared with 600 or 30 gamma

rays/sec for the nuclear sources considered in the main text. To reduce the radiological gamma-ray

emissions to the mean plus 3 standard deviations of the background,AεGbGL/v + 3
√

AεGbGL/v,

requires 8.23 cm of tungsten shielding. The correspondinggAw term in (14) ise−16.46µtG = 3.4 ×

10−8, which is about 3 logs smaller than thegAn term in (17)-(18) for a 20-ft container, and about
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5 logs smaller for a 40-ft container. Consequently, 10 Ci of137Cs is at least as easy to detect

as a nuclear weapon: if enough shielding is used to hide the gamma-ray emissions, then gamma

radiography will detect the radiological source if the surrounding steel items can be penetrated.

G Supplementary Computational Results

Tables 5-8 provides the detailed solutions for the points on the base-case curves in Figs. 4a-4d,

respectively, of the main text.
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Parameter Description Value Reference
L Container length 20 or 40 ft See text
v Velocity during passive testing 2.2 m/sec See text
A Area of radiation detector 0.3 m2 [1]
r Distance of radiation detector 2 m [2]
SN Neutron source 400k neutrons/sec [1]
εN Efficiency of neutron detector 0.14 [1]
bN Mean neutron background rate 50 neutrons/m2·sec [1]
ecN Median container neutron emissions 0 [2]
eσcN Dispersion of container neutron emissions1 [2]
kN Neutron noise factor 2.81 (2)-(3)
SG Gamma source 600 gamma rays/sec [1]
εG Efficiency of gamma detector 0.70 [1]
bG Mean gamma background rate 1400 gamma rays/m2·sec [1]
ecG Median container gamma emissions 2.63 gamma rays/sec (6)-(7)
eσcG Dispersion of container gamma emissions43.63 (6)-(7)
kG Gamma noise factor 0.146 (4)-(5)
NA Effective radiography emissions 4.14 gamma rays/cm2 (8)-(9)
fT Fraction of trusted containers 0.97 See text
f̃A Fraction of containers alarming active test0.05 [11]
fd Fraction of dense containers 0.1 (12)
rn Thickness of metal in dense containers 24 cm See text
dC Detection probability of certification 0.2 See text
dS Detection probability of seals 0.05 See text
dE Detection probability of ATS 0.05 See text

Table 1: Values for detection-modeling parameters.

Parameter Description Value Reference
λE Embarkation truck arrival rate 162/hr See text
caEA cv of interarrival times at embarkation, active test1 See text
µA Active testing rate 20/hr [9]
csA Coefficient of variation (cv) of active test times

√
0.5 See text

µM Manual testing rate 1/hr See text
csM Coefficient of variation (cv) of manual test times1 See text
λD Debarkation truck arrival rate 90/hr See text

Table 2: Values for congestion parameters. All other congestion parameter values are derived from

other parameters and decision variables.
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Description Value Reference
Fraction of railbound containers (pr) 0.4 See text
Number of US terminals 50 [19]
Number of overseas terminals 150 See text
Cost of passive tester $80k [11]
Number of employees per passive tester2 See text
Employee salary at active testing $75k/yr See text
Cost of gamma radiography machine $100k [11]
Number of employees per active tester3 See text
Employee salary at active testing $75k/yr See text
Cost of tophandler $150k See text
Salary of tophandler operator $75k/yr See text
Cost of utility truck $20k See text
Salary of utility-truck driver $50k/yr See text
Salary of manual tester $75k/yr See text
Cost of passive monitor on a seal $50 See text
Cost of electronic tamper-resistant seal$100 See text
Number of containers worldwide 12M See text
Cost of x-ray radiography machine $1.2M See text

Table 3: Cost parameters.

Parameter Description
a Fraction active testing
sN Neutron threshold level
sG Gamma threshold level
pA Radiography threshold probability
mA Number of active testers
mM Number of manual testing teams

Table 4: Decision variables.
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L Cert. Strat. DP Budget Cost dN dA a mEA mEM mDA mDM

20 U EA 0.108 650 638 0.00 1.0 0.01 1 1 0 0
20 U EA 0.108 800 638 0.00 1.0 0.01 1 1 0 0
20 U EA 0.145 1000 998 0.00 1.0 0.05 1 2 0 0
20 U EA 0.145 1200 998 0.00 1.0 0.05 1 2 0 0
20 U EA 0.179 1500 1358 0.00 1.0 0.09 1 3 0 0
20 U EA 0.216 2000 1927 0.00 1.0 0.13 2 4 0 0
20 U EA 0.289 3000 2855 0.00 1.0 0.21 3 6 0 0
20 U EA 0.399 4000 3935 0.00 1.0 0.33 3 9 0 0
20 U EA 0.475 5000 4864 0.00 1.0 0.42 4 11 0 0
20 U DA 0.106 160 160 0.00 1.0 0.01 0 0 1 1
20 U DA 0.138 240 176 0.00 1.0 0.05 0 0 1 1
20 U DA 0.207 320 289 0.00 1.0 0.12 0 0 1 2
20 U DA 0.276 480 448 0.00 1.0 0.20 0 0 2 3
20 U DA 0.345 640 561 0.00 1.0 0.27 0 0 2 4
20 U DA 0.474 800 783 0.00 1.0 0.42 0 0 2 6
20 U DA 0.542 1000 989 0.00 1.0 0.49 0 0 4 7
20 U DA 0.807 1500 1482 0.00 1.0 0.79 0 0 5 11
20 U DA 1.000 2000 1814 0.00 1.0 1.00 0 0 5 14
20 U BA 0.118 800 799 0.00 1.0 0.01 1 1 1 1
20 U BA 0.118 1000 799 0.00 1.0 0.01 1 1 1 1
20 U BA 0.178 1250 1174 0.00 1.0 0.05 1 2 1 1
20 U BA 0.189 1500 1257 0.00 1.0 0.05 1 2 1 2
20 U BA 0.253 1750 1633 0.00 1.0 0.09 1 3 1 2
20 U BA 0.259 2000 1995 0.00 1.0 0.09 1 4 1 2
20 U BA 0.380 3000 2885 0.00 1.0 0.17 3 5 1 3
20 U BA 0.496 4000 3767 0.00 1.0 0.25 3 7 2 4
20 U BA 0.615 5000 4968 0.00 1.0 0.35 3 10 2 5

Table 5: Solutions corresponding to points in Fig. 4a of main text. Under Cert. column, C is

uncertified and U is certified. We reportdN and dA in lieu of sN and pA. For all scenarios,

dG = 0.00 andrs = 84.8 cm. Cost and Budget figures are in millions of dollars.
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L Cert. Strat. DP Budget Cost dN dA a mEA mEM mDA mDM

20 C EA 0.264 650 638 0.03 1.0 0.00 1 1 0 0
20 C EA 0.264 800 638 0.03 1.0 0.00 1 1 0 0
20 C EA 0.280 1000 998 0.00 1.0 0.05 1 2 0 0
20 C EA 0.280 1200 998 0.00 1.0 0.05 1 2 0 0
20 C EA 0.309 1500 1358 0.00 1.0 0.09 1 3 0 0
20 C EA 0.340 2000 1927 0.00 1.0 0.13 2 4 0 0
20 C EA 0.401 3000 2855 0.00 1.0 0.21 3 6 0 0
20 C EA 0.494 4000 3935 0.00 1.0 0.33 3 9 0 0
20 C EA 0.558 5000 4864 0.00 1.0 0.42 4 11 0 0
20 C DA 0.247 160 160 0.00 1.0 0.01 0 0 1 1
20 C DA 0.275 240 176 0.00 1.0 0.05 0 0 1 1
20 C DA 0.333 320 289 0.00 1.0 0.12 0 0 1 2
20 C DA 0.391 480 448 0.00 1.0 0.20 0 0 2 3
20 C DA 0.449 640 561 0.00 1.0 0.27 0 0 2 4
20 C DA 0.557 800 783 0.00 1.0 0.42 0 0 2 6
20 C DA 0.614 1000 989 0.00 1.0 0.49 0 0 4 7
20 C DA 0.837 1500 1482 0.00 1.0 0.79 0 0 5 11
20 C DA 1.000 2000 1814 0.00 1.0 1.00 0 0 5 14
20 C BA 0.259 800 800 0.01 1.0 0.00 1 1 1 1
20 C BA 0.287 1000 808 0.03 1.0 0.00 1 1 1 1
20 C BA 0.335 1250 1182 0.06 1.0 0.00 1 2 1 1
20 C BA 0.344 1500 1474 0.07 1.0 0.00 2 2 1 2
20 C BA 0.376 1750 1635 0.09 1.0 0.00 1 3 1 2
20 C BA 0.397 2000 1850 0.11 1.0 0.00 2 3 1 2
20 C BA 0.499 3000 2892 0.19 1.0 0.00 3 5 1 3
20 C BA 0.593 4000 3774 0.27 1.0 0.00 3 7 2 4
20 C BA 0.677 5000 4817 0.35 1.0 0.00 4 9 2 5

Table 6: Solutions corresponding to points in Fig. 4b of main text. Under Cert. column, C is

uncertified and U is certified. We reportdN and dA in lieu of sN and pA. For all scenarios,

dG = 0.00 andrs = 84.8 cm. Cost and Budget figures are in millions of dollars.
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L Cert. Strat. DP Budget Cost dN dA a mEA mEM mDA mDM

40 U EA 0.182 650 638 0.00 1.0 0.09 1 1 0 0
40 U EA 0.182 800 638 0.00 1.0 0.09 1 1 0 0
40 U EA 0.184 1000 846 0.00 1.0 0.10 2 1 0 0
40 U EA 0.184 1200 846 0.00 1.0 0.10 2 1 0 0
40 U EA 0.294 1500 1415 0.00 1.0 0.22 3 2 0 0
40 U EA 0.296 1600 1566 0.00 1.0 0.22 2 3 0 0
40 U EA 0.400 2000 1983 0.00 1.0 0.34 4 3 0 0
40 U EA 0.616 3000 2912 0.00 1.0 0.57 5 5 0 0
40 U EA 0.754 4000 3840 0.00 1.0 0.73 6 7 0 0
40 U EA 0.983 5000 4977 0.00 1.0 0.98 8 9 0 0
40 U DA 0.106 160 159 0.00 1.0 0.01 0 0 1 1
40 U DA 0.273 240 239 0.00 1.0 0.19 0 0 1 1
40 U DA 0.276 320 288 0.00 1.0 0.20 0 0 2 1
40 U DA 0.479 480 464 0.00 1.0 0.42 0 0 2 2
40 U DA 0.580 640 639 0.00 1.0 0.53 0 0 3 3
40 U DA 0.690 800 739 0.00 1.0 0.66 0 0 4 3
40 U DA 0.897 1000 965 0.00 1.0 0.89 0 0 5 4
40 U DA 1.000 1500 1094 0.00 1.0 1.00 0 0 5 5
40 U BA 0.120 800 799 0.00 1.0 0.01 1 1 1 1
40 U BA 0.263 1200 1044 0.00 1.0 0.10 2 1 1 1
40 U BA 0.447 1600 1583 0.00 1.0 0.22 2 2 2 2
40 U BA 0.452 2000 1944 0.00 1.0 0.22 2 3 2 2
40 U BA 0.731 3000 2949 0.00 1.0 0.45 4 4 3 3
40 U BA 0.856 4000 3940 0.00 1.0 0.60 5 6 3 3
40 U BA 0.971 5000 4939 0.00 1.0 0.82 7 7 4 4

Table 7: Solutions corresponding to points in Fig. 4c of main text. Under Cert. column, C is

uncertified and U is certified. We reportdN and dA in lieu of sN and pA. For all scenarios,

dG = 0.00 andrs = 84.8 cm. Cost and Budget figures are in millions of dollars.
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L Cert. Strat. DP Budget Cost dN dA a mEA mEM mDA mDM

40 C EA 0.311 650 638 0.00 1.0 0.09 1 1 0 0
40 C EA 0.311 800 638 0.00 1.0 0.09 1 1 0 0
40 C EA 0.313 1000 846 0.00 1.0 0.10 2 1 0 0
40 C EA 0.313 1200 846 0.00 1.0 0.10 2 1 0 0
40 C EA 0.406 1500 1415 0.00 1.0 0.22 3 2 0 0
40 C EA 0.408 1600 1566 0.00 1.0 0.22 2 3 0 0
40 C EA 0.495 2000 1983 0.00 1.0 0.34 4 3 0 0
40 C EA 0.677 3000 2912 0.00 1.0 0.57 5 5 0 0
40 C EA 0.793 4000 3840 0.00 1.0 0.73 6 7 0 0
40 C EA 0.986 5000 4977 0.00 1.0 0.98 8 9 0 0
40 C DA 0.247 160 159 0.00 1.0 0.01 0 0 1 1
40 C DA 0.388 240 239 0.00 1.0 0.19 0 0 1 1
40 C DA 0.391 320 288 0.00 1.0 0.20 0 0 2 1
40 C DA 0.561 480 464 0.00 1.0 0.42 0 0 2 2
40 C DA 0.646 640 639 0.00 1.0 0.53 0 0 3 3
40 C DA 0.739 800 739 0.00 1.0 0.66 0 0 4 3
40 C DA 0.913 1000 965 0.00 1.0 0.89 0 0 5 4
40 C DA 1.000 1500 1094 0.00 1.0 1.00 0 0 5 5
40 C BA 0.259 800 799 0.00 1.0 0.01 1 1 1 1
40 C BA 0.379 1200 1044 0.00 1.0 0.10 2 1 1 1
40 C BA 0.534 1600 1583 0.00 1.0 0.22 2 2 2 2
40 C BA 0.538 2000 1944 0.00 1.0 0.22 2 3 2 2
40 C BA 0.773 3000 2949 0.00 1.0 0.45 4 4 3 3
40 C BA 0.879 4000 3940 0.00 1.0 0.60 5 6 3 3
40 C BA 0.975 5000 4939 0.00 1.0 0.82 7 7 4 4

Table 8: Solutions corresponding to points in Fig. 4d of main text. Under Cert. column, C is

uncertified and U is certified. We reportdN and dA in lieu of sN and pA. For all scenarios,

dG = 0.00 andrs = 84.8 cm. Cost and Budget figures are in millions of dollars.
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Figure 1: The derivation ofλE in §B.2.
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